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After going through this unit, you will able to:
● Get an idea about Information Technology
● How IT involved in Banking Sector
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
7.1

Brief knowledge about IT Trends in Indian Bank
Benefits of IT
Challenges of IT
Role of IT in Banking Sector
Uses of technology up-gradation
What is SWIFT Message and its type
Technologies for Financial Inclusion
INTRODUCTION

In the current scenario, “Information Technology” is the most profound yet common
term that involved the use of computers to store, retrieve, transmit, and manipulate
data. IT in business is mostly preferable due to the fast processing of information as
well as the use of statistical and mathematical models for decision-making. Similarly
in the Current Banking System, IT itself treated as the backbone to perform the regular
functionalities. In today’s situation for banking process and methods, technology
support is one of the key concept for successful functioning of the banking sector.
Without the help of Technology and Communication one couldn’t think about the
success of banking industry, hence Information Technology has enhanced the repo
and role of banking sector in Indian economy. Technology has a vital role to play for
launching a well maintained as well as efficient banking system that can match up to
the needs of growing economy.
7.2

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY IN BANKING SECTOR

Information technology in Banking sector refers to the use of confidential information
and communication technologies together with computer science that enable banks to
offer better services to its customers. It also provide a secure, reliable and affordable
method for the customer to perform its day-to-day banking functionalities. The
significance of technology is greatly felt in the financial sector in view of the
competitive advantage for banks resulting in the efficient customer service. In the
development of Indian Economy, Banking sector plays a very important and crucial
role. With the use of technology there had been an increase in productivity and
efficiency. It has not only increased the cost effectiveness but also has helped in
making small value transactions viable.
In 1988, Reserve Bank of India set up a Committee on computerization in banks
headed by Dr. C. Rangarajan. Banks began using Information Technology initially
with the introduction of standalone PCs and migrated to Local Area Network (LAN)
connectivity. With further advancement, banks adopted the Core Banking platform.
Thus branch banking changed to bank banking. Core Banking Solution (CBS) enabled
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banks to increase the comfort feature to the customers as a promising step towards
enhancing customer convenience through Anywhere and Anytime Banking.
The banking industry is going through a period of rapid change to meet competition,
challenges of technology and the demand of end user. Clearly technology is a key
differentiator in the performance of banks. Banks need to look at innovation not just
for product but for process also. Today, technology is not only changing the
environment but also the relationship with customers. Technology has not broken
barriers but has also brought about superior products and channels. This has brought
customer relationship into greater focus. It is also viewed as an instrument of cost
reduction and effective communication with people and institutions associated with
the banking business. The RBI has assigned priority to the up gradation of
technological infrastructure in financial system. Technology has opened new products
and services, new market and efficient delivery channels for banking industry.
7.3

NEED OF IT CONSIDERATION IN BANKS

Since the early nineties, each Indian bank has done some IT improvement effort. The
first and foremost compulsion is the fierce competition. While deciding on the required
architecture for the IT consideration is given to following realities.
(1) Internal Requirement Fulfilment: The requirements of the banks are different
individually depending upon their nature and volume of business; focus on a particular
segment, spread of branches and a like. Many a time’s banks do have the required
information but it is scattered. The operating units seldom know the purpose of
gathering the information by their higher authorities.
(2) Effective in Data Handling: As stated earlier the banks have most of the needed
data but are distributed. Further the cost of collection of data and putting the same to
use is prohibitively high. The accuracy and timeliness of data generation becomes the
causalities in the process. Best of the intentions on computerization are wished away
because there is non-visible reduction in cost /efforts/time required for the required
data gathering.
(3) Extending Customer Services: Addressing to rising customers’ expectations is
significant particularly in the background of increased competition. In case bank A is
unable to provide the required service at a competitive price and in an accurate manner
with speed. There is always a bank IT at its next-door waiting to hire the customer.
Awareness of customers about the availability of services and their pricing as also
available options have brought into sharp focus the issue of customer satisfaction.
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(4) Creative Support for New Product Development: It has become necessary for
the banks to vitalize the process of product development. Marketing functionaries
needs a lot of information not only from the outside sources but also from within the
banks. Banks are looking to retail segment as the future market places for sales efforts.
Having full-fledged information of existing customer is the key for this purpose. The
emergences of data requirement and an appropriate architecture to support the same
are significant issues to be handled in this regard.
(5) End-user Development of the Non-technical Staff: Banking being a service
industry, it is the staffs at counters that deliver the products. In Indian scenario, virtual
banking is likely to have a few more years to establish. The dependence on counter
staff is unavoidable. The staffs are large in number and the majority is non-technical.
The customer satisfaction levels at the counter determine the ultimate benefit of IT
offensive. Giving due consideration to this aspect in choosing architecture in
necessary.
7.4

RECENT IT TRENDS OF INDIAN BANKS

In the context of Indian banks, the recent technologies that are widely used in banking
system are as below:7.4.1 Electronic Payment and Settlement System – Traditionally “cheque” is
the most common media of receipts and payment through banks as a
negotiable instruments. These instruments are treated as a good
replacement of cash. The cheques could be realized from one bank to other
through clearing house systems. Initially there was a manual system of
clearing but the growing volume of banking transaction emerged into the
necessity of automating the clearing process.
7.4.2 Use of MICR Technology – MICR code is a code printed on cheques
using MICR (Magnetic Ink Character Recognition) technology. This
enables identification of the cheques and which in turns means faster
processing overcomes the limitation of clearing the cheques within limited
hours. Hence enables the customer to get the credit quickly. MICR is the
readable codes added at the bottom of every cheque leaf which helped in
bank. It perform branch-wise sorting of cheques for smooth delivery to the
respective drawer banks. This will help in speeding up the clearing process.
7.4.3 CTS (Cheque Truncation System) – Truncation of cheques means
restricting the flow of the physical cheques from drawer branch at some
point with the drawee bank. In place of the physical cheque an electronic
image of the cheque is transmitted to the drawee branch along with the
4

relevant information like the MICR codes, date of presentation, presenting
banks etc. The MICR data in cheques will be captured as present on the
MICR band. Then the images and data are transmitted over a secured
network which reduce the time required for processing of cheques
including its transit cost and processing delay etc. Physical cheques are
retained at the presenting bank itself.
7.4.4 Electronic Clearing Services (ECS) – ECS was known as the first version
of “Electronic Payments” in India. It is a type of electronic funds transfer
in the form of inter-bank mechanism of clearing house. It is found to be
more useful when huge amount of transaction transfers from one to many
accounts or vice-versa. The beneficiary has to maintain an account with the
one of the bank at ECS Centre. ECS can be categorized into two different
types 1) ECS – Credit 2) ECS – Debit


ECS-Debit: - ECS Debit is a clearing service that operates on the
principle of ‘single credit multiple debits’. It is mostly used by utility
service providers for collection of electricity bills, telephone bills and
other charges. Banks also used it in the form of collections of principle
and interest repayments.



ECS-Credit: - Like the Debit, ECS Credit clearing also operates on
the principle of ‘single debit multiple credits’ but it is used for
transactions like payment of salary, dividend, pension, interest etc.

7.4.5 Electronic Fund Transfer (EFT) – EFT was a nationwide retail electronic
funds transfer mechanism between the networked branches of banks.
NEFT provided for integration with the Structured Financial Messaging
Solution (SFMS) of the Indian Financial Network (INFINET). The NEFT
uses SFMS for EFT message creation and transmission from the branch to
the bank’s gateway and to the NEFT Centre, thereby considerably
enhancing the security in the transfer of funds.
7.4.6 Real Time Gross Settlement (RTGS) – RTGS system is a funds transfer
mechanism where transfer of money takes place from one bank to another
on a ‘real time’ and on ‘gross basis’. This is the fastest possible money
transfer system through the banking channel. Settlement in ‘real time’
means payment transaction is not subjected to any waiting period. The
transactions are settled as soon as they are processed. “Gross settlement”
means the transaction is settled on one to one basis without bunching with
any other transaction.
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7.4.7 Core Banking Solutions (CBS) – Computerization of bank branches had
started with installation of simple computers to automate the functioning
of branches, especially at high traffic branches. Core Banking Solutions is
the networking of the branches of a bank, so as to enable the customers to
operate their accounts from any bank branch, regardless of which branch
he opened the account with. The networking of branches under CBS
enables centralized data management and aids in the implementation of
internet and mobile banking. Besides, CBS helps in bringing the complete
operations of banks under a single technological platform.
7.5

BENEFITS OF DIGITAL SERVICES IN BANKS

The modern era banking customers have a vast amount of information regarding
today’s trends & technology. Hence it is essential for banks to understand their
contemporary customers properly and take care of their changing needs. It is important
that banks understand the logic of customer thinking and trust on basis of which they
build primary banking relationship. The aim of technologically sophisticated banking
system is to make the process easier for the various category of customers. Focusing
on these basis, digital services in banks have these common benefits:

Offers Convenience: - Digital banking allows its customers to do their banking
functions from the comfort of their homes. It is specifically benefited to the senior
citizens who are not capable of waiting in bank counters or for the working
employees / professional those does not have time to frequently visit the branch
on regular basis.



24*7 Availability: - Digital banking offers most convenience facility that lets a
user carry out its banking transaction with 24*7 round the clock, availability of
banking functions accessibility.



Paperless Transaction: - One of the biggest drawbacks of traditional banking
was the overly placed importance on paper. Banking has become paperless with
the development of digital banking as a service. Any user can log into their
account at any point in time to monitor records.



Set up Automatic Payments:- Digital banking allows a user to set up automatic
payments for regular utility bills such as electricity, gas, phone, and credit cards.
The customer no longer has to make a conscious effort of remembering the due
dates. The customer can opt for alerts on upcoming payments and outstanding
dues.
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Online Payments: - Online shopping has become a cakewalk with payment
channels becoming well-integrated with the online shopping portals. Internet
banking has significantly contributed to a hassle free online payment system.



Services to Remote Areas: - Digital banking extending services to remote
areas is seemingly a step toward holistic development. With smartphones at
affordable prices and internet access in remote areas, the rural population can
make the most out of digital banking services.



Reduce Counterfeit Currency: - Digital banking-enabled fund transfers reduce
the risk of counterfeit currency. Digital banking has drastically reduced the
operating costs of banks. This has made it possible for banks to charge lower fees
for services and also offer higher interest rates for deposits. Lower operating costs
have meant more profits for the banks.



Privacy Protection: - With the help of digital banking, a user can report and block
misplaced credit cards at the click of a button. This benefit greatly strengthens the
privacy and security available to a bank’s customer.



Black Money Restriction: - By promoting a cashless society, digital
banking restricts the circulation of black money as the Government can keep a
track of fund movements. In the long run, digital banking is expected to lower the
minting demands of a currency.

Digital banking provide various kind of product services that are defined as follows:
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7.6

CHALLENGES OF DIGITAL BANKING

Digital technology in banking has revolutionized almost every aspect of people's lives
in recent decades. Office work, shopping, utility bill payment, travel, transport, and
long-distance communications are just some areas which have financial transaction
and it could be possible within a minutes by the customers. Still digital banking has to
face some challenges relating to technology and its backend loopholes. It is more
vicious or considered to be a serious threat because everything is finally related to the
customer’s money.
Some of the threats are highlighted as following: Complexity:- It is not possible for all category of customers to understand the
workings of the devices and machines that interact for the common banking
process. One has to be technology friendly which is quite a complex task for a
large scale of people’s society.


Security Risks - External threats such as hacking, sniffing and spoofing expose
banks to security risks. Banks are also exposed to internal risks especially frauds
by employees / employees in collusion with customers.



Financial Literacy / Customer Awareness:- Lack of knowledge amongst
people to use e-banking facilities is the major constraint in India.



Fear factor: - One of the biggest hurdle in online banking is preference to
conventional banking method by older generation and mostly people from the
rural areas. The fear of losing money in the online transaction is a barrier to
usage of e-banking.



Training: - Lack of adequate knowledge and skills is a major deterrent for
employees to deal with the innovative and changing technologies in banks.
Training at all levels on the changing trends in IT is the requirement of the day
for the banks.

7.7

USES OF TECHNOLOGY UPGRADATION IN BANKS

Technology has allowed banks to offer much more to their customers like the facilities
of card and telephone access, anytime and anywhere banking through 24hrs ATMs,
credit card, debit card and POS (Point of sale) access. The technology has made it
possible for the customers to have fingertip access to their accounts worldwide. Some
of the utility that technology made possible for the banking organization are:-
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7.7.1 Data and Message Transferring
 Electronic Data Interchange (EDI): Banks have been using EDI in the form
of SWIFT messages.
 Electronic Mails are used conveniently for any paperless notification or
without any postal delay.
7.7.2 Corporate Websites
 Dissemination of information
 Financial Advice
 To highlight non-banking activities
 A node for commerce
 Selling financial products
 Gateway to the Internet
 Account services
7.7.3 Management Information System (MIS)
A management information system is an information system used for decisionmaking, and for the coordination, control, analysis, and visualization of information
in an organization. The study of the management information systems is mainly focus
on testing people, processes and technology in an organizational context. The MIS in
banking industry mostly means solving the customers’ problems in the financial
matters, and the single most widely used measure of quick service is the elapsed time
of transaction execution. For example, the time is taken for crediting the amount,
withdrawal of cash, the sanction of a loan or credit facility, etc. are the norms of
deciding an excellent service.
7.7.4 Bank Net
Bank net is a first national level network in India, which was commissioned in
February 1991. It is communication network established by RBI on the basis of
recommendation of the committee appointed by it under the chairmanship of the
executive director T.N.A. Lyre. Bank net has two phases: Bank net-I and Bank net- II.
Some of the areas of operation and application of Bank net are:







The message of banking transaction can be transferred in the form of codes
from the city to the other.
Quick settlement of transactions and advices.
Improvement in customer service-withdrawal of funds is possible from any
member branch.
Easy transfer of data and other statements to RBI.
Useful in foreign exchange dealings.
Access to SWIFT through Bank net is easily possible.
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7.7.5 Voice Mail
Talking of answering systems, there are several banks mainly foreign banks now
offering very advanced touch tone telephone answering service which route the
customer call directly to the department concerned and allow the customer to leave a
message for the concerned desk or department, if the person is not available.
7.7.6 Decision Support Systems (DSS)
In general term Decision Support System computerized program used to support
determinations, judgments, and courses of action within an organization that can be
used to solve problems and help in decision-making. It helps to improvise the
performance of banking sector by focusing on several factors such as speed of service
delivery, confidentiality of client information, and quality of service provided etc. DSS
used to illustrate the evolution relate primarily to the marketing activities of a bank,
and range from simple spreadsheets through to more involved statistical and
mathematical models.
7.8

ROLE OF
INDUSTRY

INFORMATION

TECHNOLOGY

IN

BANKING

7.8.1 To the Individuals:
 Anytime banking- e banking providers 24 hours, all days service to the
customers for cash withdrawal from any branch.
 Anywhere banking – no matter wherever the customer is in this world, on
line banking is used to get the services.
 Online purchase of goods and services and payment can be arranged for
various purposes through cards.
 Customer can also make some permitted transactions from his office or
house or while traveling via mobile phone.
 Customers can receive relevant and detailed information in seconds, rather
than days or weeks.
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Source:
banking/

https://www.paisabazaar.com/banking/what-is-online-

7.8.2 To the Merchants:
 Assured immediate settlement and payment to the various transactions
made by the traders.
 Providing various services to the businessmen at par with the international
standards with low transaction cost.
 Avoid all the cost and risk problems involved in handling cash, which are
very high in business transactions.
 Development of global and local clients’ base can be possible with the
development of the IT in Banking.
 Other benefits include improved image, improved customer service,
eliminating paper, reduced waiting costs and increased flexibility.
7.8.3 To the Banks:
 E-banking provides competitive advantage with unlimited network to the
banks.
 Online banking – an effectiveness medium of promotion of various
schemes of the bank, and indeed acts as a marketing tool.
 By connecting ATM and PO terminals, risk of over-drawl of cash can be
eliminated in case of ATM credit and debit cards.
7.9

SWIFT MESSAGE TYPE

SWIFT message types are the format or schema used to send messages to financial
institutions on the SWIFT (Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial
Telecommunication) network. It is a global member-owned cooperative and the
11

world’s leading provider of secure financial messaging services. This section provides
information about the use of SWIFT and its products and services. The original
message types were developed by SWIFT and a subset was retrospectively made into
an ISO standard, ISO 15022.
SWIFT messages consist of five blocks of data including three headers, message
content, and a trailer. Its Message types (MT) are crucial to identifying content and
specifically categorized for different objectives.
7.9.1 Composition of SWIFT Message Type (MT)
All SWIFT messages include the literal "MT" (message type) as the initials. This is
followed by a three-digit number that denotes the message category, group and type
respectively. Consider the following two examples.
Example 1
MT304
 The first digit (3) represents the category. A category denotes messages that relate
to particular financial instruments or services such as precious metals (6), treasury
(3), or traveller's cheques (8). The category denoted by 3 is treasury markets
 The second digit (0) represents a group of related parts in a transaction life cycle.
The group indicated by 0 is a financial institution transfer.
 The third digit (4) is the type that denotes the specific message. There are several
hundred message types across the categories. The type represented by 4 is a
notification.
Here MT304 message is considered an "Advice/Instruction of a Third Party Deal" and
it used to advise of or instruct the settlement of a third party foreign exchange deal. For
example, an asset manager who executed a FX transaction with a broker would send
a MT304 instruction to the custodian bank of the client.
Example 2
MT103
 The first digit (1) represents the category. The category denoted by 1 is customer
payments and cheques.
 The second digit (0) represents a group of related parts in a transaction life cycle.
The group indicated by 0 is a financial institution transfer.
 The third digit (3) is the type that denotes the specific message. There are several
hundred message types across the categories. The type represented by 3 is a
notification.
Here MT103 message is considered a "Single Customer Credit Transfer" and is used
to instruct a funds transfer.
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The following Table shows the various categories and the message type descriptions.

Category

Message type

Description

0

MT0xx

System messages

1

MT1xx

Customer payments and cheques

2

MT2xx

Financial institution transfers

3

MT3xx

Treasury markets

4

MT4xx

Collection and cash letters

5

MT5xx

Securities Markets

6

MT6xx

Treasury markets – metals and syndications

7

MT7xx

Documentary credits and guarantees

8

MT8xx

Traveller's cheques

9

MT9xx

Cash management and customer status

7.10

TECHNOLOGY FOR FINANCIAL INCLUSION

Financial Inclusion (FI) is known as the process of ensuring universal access to a wide
range of appropriate financial products and services needed by a wide group such as
weaker sections and low income groups at an affordable cost in a fair and transparent
manner. The primary objectives of FI is to provide a savings bank account and a simple
overdraft loan account. Its purpose was to bring the excluded people into the fold of
banking channel and help them inculcate a savings habit so that to get used to
organizational financial services. The initial target was therefore to get them to open
a simple savings account and operate.
The Global Partnership for Financial Inclusion (GPFI) - a G20 forum defined as
“providing effective access of all working age adults to savings, credit, payments
(remittances) and insurance from formal providers”.
It may be understood that household financial needs range from:
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The basic facility of an account to keep money and draw as required, save and
invest based on need, risk perception.
Facilities to send and receive money safely to others without travel and
carrying cash.
Access to credit for consumption, emergencies, business and livelihood
enablement.
Saving for contingencies like sickness, accident or for longer term needs like
old age and children’s marriage or insurances.

7.10.1 Technological action of Banks for FI
There are several issues related to FI, that the banking system faced now a days which
need to be solved within an available surrounding. Some of the issues are discussed in
the table below:

A
B

C

D

Issue
Bank branches are needed for rural
remote area.
RBI permitted opening of accounts
with relaxed KYC
RBI introduced operations at
remote places with business
correspondents (BC) of Banks
ATM networks desired to be
expanded with ease of operations
for FI customers.

E

Simplified small bank branches
need to be introduced

F

For promoting financial literacy
and awareness many activities have
been there continuously

Technological Action
Network expansion, enhancing CBS
platform capability
Product, its feature and controls of the
front-end & back-end need to be
updated in banking software
Many service delivery agents, ICT
based services & last mile delivery
technology plays a major role.
ATMs have to redesign for local
language voice-over, finger scan,
operate on solar energy and also
staffing ATM with small notes.
Business
Correspondent
based
operation technically but the system
accounts the cash as bank’s
Technologically develop every product
to ensure customer’s security and
software updation.

7.10.2 Technologies for FI
Banking technologies for services based at branches, internet, ATM etc. all are also
be valid for FI, if the FI customers are provided with the same services. The branch
based service were made available to FI customers with some relaxations like- relaxed
KYC, no minimum balance compulsion, no cheque book issued, turn over in accounts
etc. Technologically a small changes in banking software, through controllable
parameters could be made to achieve the above required goal specifically for FI.
Some of the popular technology involved in FI are:
14

 Terminal Management System:These are the back-end in the traditional core banking system for FI accounts of
customers with features as decided and defined in the product like Overdraft, small
loans, FD,RD that suited for small customers. It registers the details of all terminals
deployed through a middleware-layer in the form of Switch software installation as a
front end.
 Card-POS Based Services:These are the front-end devices specifically used by the small merchants for receiving
payments from credit/Debit cards at shops. It is not involved in the major transaction
like billing system or any full-fledged models of the business operation. The software
for the front-end operations menu options specifically needed for FI can be loaded in
these commercial POS. Incidentally there have been special purpose machines
designed and manufactured to work as POS for FI in India.
 Internet Kiosk Based Services:This model works online only and the customer accounts can be directly opened in
bank’s core banking where transactions also can be posted directly in the session itself.
Here the front-end services done with help of a laptop/PC or with a finger print scanner
attached to it. The customer is given a customer number by bank through Business
Correspondent (BC) on opening of account. After verifying the credentials of the
customer by the middleware- host or application server, then customer gets the
banking options for FI.
 Cell phone based Front-End:For FI, it is assumed that many customers must have a basic cell phones and the
Business Correspondent Agents (BCA) can also be enabled on these cell phone. Here
a specific USSD code is booked in the telecom companies which will be sent by the
particular bank. After verification of the registered number from telecom to BC
backend the message is converted into banking transaction. The bank system updates
accounts with its BC account.
7.10.3 Information Security issues in FI
FI products are simpler in terms of registering with the bank and also relaxation on
boarding agent compliance needs. In terms of security need, the challenges of FI are: Unknown third parties can do the job at BC ends or BCAs end.
 Quality of service and front-end sincerity is not directly known or control
under close supervision of bank. So data theft may happen in these context.
 Many customers are not confident or knowledgeable, hence there a chance to
be duped by BCA or any third party.
15




7.11

As many systems are working like CBS, ATMs, POS, Internet Kiosk etc., and
the interface between various systems can be a potential area of security risk.
Updating patch, versions and antivirus in these systems need to be in regular
way but actually beyond bank’s control.
LET US SUM UP

After completion of this unit, the learners are able to understand about:● Get an idea about Information Technology
● How IT involved in Banking Sector
● Brief knowledge about IT Trends in Indian Bank
● Benefits of IT
● Challenges of IT
● Role of IT in Banking Sector
● Uses of technology up-gradation
● What is SWIFT Message and its type
● Technologies for Financial Inclusion
7.12

KEYWORDS

DSS:- Decision Support System computerized program used to support
determinations, judgments, and courses of action within an organization that can be
used to solve problems and help in decision-making.
SWIFT:- (Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication) network
is a global member-owned cooperative and the world’s leading provider of secure
financial messaging services.
SWIFT message types :- These are the format or schema used to send messages to
financial institutions on the SWIFT.
Financial Inclusion (FI):- It is known as the process of ensuring universal access to
a wide range of appropriate financial products and services needed by a wide group
such as weaker sections and low income groups at an affordable cost in a fair and
transparent manner.
MICR:- (Magnetic Ink Character Recognition) technology enables identification of
the cheques.
Electronic Fund Transfer (EFT):- EFT was a nationwide retail electronic funds
transfer mechanism between the networked branches of banks.
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Real Time Gross Settlement (RTGS):- RTGS system is a funds transfer mechanism
where transfer of money takes place from one bank to another on a ‘real time’ and on
‘gross basis’.
Core Banking Solutions (CBS):- Core Banking Solutions is the networking of the
branches of a bank, so as to enable the customers to operate their accounts from any
bank branch, regardless of which branch he opened the account with.
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MODEL QUESTIONS
What is the role of IT in Banking Sector?
What are the IT-Trends in Indian Banks?
What are the challenges faced by IT in Banking field?
Write short notes on CBS, RTGS & NEFT.
Give a brief description about SWIFT MT.
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8.0
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After going through this unit, learners will able to:
● Get an idea about Digital Technology & FinTechs
● What are the advantages & disadvantages of FinTech
● Brief knowledge about Block Chain &Crypto Currencies
● What is Cloud & Virtualization
● Idea about Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning
● Internet of Things(IoT)
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8.1

INTRODUCTION

The term ‘Digital Banking’ doesn’t define the mere computerization of banking
system, rather it more profoundly define the technology impacting business view,
plans, organizing the banking system in accordance with the modern technology. This
phenomenon is revealing itself in the work space by leading to fundamental changes
with a wide effects. Year 2017 was a turning point for the Indian Banking industry
after the demonetization effect. This was the time where several reform introduces like
Digital India Drive, Global changes in Technology with an exponential rise in
computing power.
8.2

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY

The need of Digital Technology in Banks is itself a huge task consists of various
quarters like bank management, bank employees, customers, vendors etc. It also
yielded big benefits by cutting down manual tasks, mistakes, time taken to serve
business and hence improved Bank’s ability to serve 24X7. However another major
task of digitization is to take stock of existing business process into the new computer
based methodology, migrate all data, testing the efficiency of the new adoptive system
and then finally switch over into the superior capabilities of computerized system. This
is what called as ‘Business Process Re-engineering (BPR)’. So also branch
organization are changed, employees role & responsibilities are changed with respect
to the computerization process. Extent of such changes depend on the bank
management’s abilities, scope of technology in place and most importantly human
preferences of adoption of change.
Now a days internationally, banks have been experimenting on various use cases on
the Block chain Technology, Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML)
and operates through robotic process automation. The banking industry is today geared
up to take the challenges and opportunities of the future. With respect to this, year
2018 known as the era of Cognitive Banking taking the industry to an inflection point
by strategically blending technology with real-time business impact. Some of the
important trends are discussed here which define the industry and role of the
stakeholders
8.3

FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGY (FinTech)

Financial Technology now a days better known under the term “FinTech”, that
describes a business that aims at providing financial services by making use of
software and modern technology. It is defined as any technological innovation in
financial services. These are the organizations that not only associated with banks but
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any finance companies with technology compelling the advantages for customers.
These can be operate in any domain of financial activities. Their main strength is to
build customer’s comfort, superior experience and efficiency. Hence these are called
as lean organization without any overall control like bank and having a lightweight
applications for example PhonePe or Paytm. It is observed that the similar companies
with limited products are preferred by people.
There are many FinTech companies provide start-ups, remittances, peer to peer loans
or some also providing financial inclusion agency service. They provide financial
services with less hassles, more comfort, more speed and also less cost compared to
bank. Hence many studies suggest that the Fintechs are more product and process
driven, perform efficient resource utilization. It often follow the individual customer’s
journey and interactions from point to point like actual menu operations, bank website
visit, examine the delays, quality of fulfilment of expectations what is desired. In
traditional banking system this whole operations are to be done in different counters
but FinTechs provide all those customer’s operation in a ‘single window system’. At
each point of operation, the system can offer options for possible branching out to next
section, hence overall experience improves significantly.
8.3.1 Advantages of FinTech
Some of the Advantages of FinTech organization are:
1. Cheaper Delivery
One of the advantages brought about by FinTech development is the provision of
services that surpassed some of the restrictions of the payment systems observed
by traditional banking institutions in settling financial transactions. It is cheaper
in the sense that it only incurs lower operating costs and charges lower fees.
2. More Efficient
It is faster compared to bank to bank money transfers wherein clients are served
in their physical branches and subjected to several security checks before making
money transfer.
The advantage of using these services is that it is readily accessible from mobile
phone applications that carry out some digitized versions of credit or debit cards.
Moreover, it is convenient to use because the centralization of payment options
lead to shorter purchase processing time.
3. Convenient Financial services
It provides digital or mobile wallet services wherein users can quickly transfer
money between any two wallets within the platform. What usually happens is that
the client deposits cash in his bank account that is associated with a digital or
mobile wallet. With sufficient funding, the client, after that, is allowed to transfer
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money to another user. Such transfer by FinTech companies is less costly, faster,
and more convenient compared to traditional providers.
4. Security
With speed innovations come the need for tightened security protocols, and
Fintech innovations have had their influence on this too. One emerging innovation
that follows the lead from the rise of smartphones using the technology, is
biometric authorisation. Being even more secure than a PIN, using your
fingerprint to authorise payments and transactions is the next step in securing
digital-only transactions in the future. Both Visa and Mastercard have trialled
biometric bank cards in the last year and the signs are positive for future,
widespread use. The development of Blockchain technology also, for example, is
a secure way data can be stored on thousands of servers and has revolutionised
the financial markets. Like cryptocurrency, the security and encryption involved
mean trust is involved with consumers using them, especially while Fintech
companies are rapidly expanding.
5. Flexibility
Using technology in the financial sector is very flexible and convenient. The user
interface is quite simple. Fintech allows the user to perform all kinds of operations
from wherever and whenever you want in a very simple way. For example: being
able to request a loan from home with just one click and no paperwork at the bank.
6. Transperancy
With the emergence of Fintech companies, there is a clarity among consumers on
where their money is going. It ensures that the businesses are carried out
transparently without any scams or frauds. The application of new technologies,
in addition to speed, has provided new ways to measure and ensure a more
transparent business management and financial offer.
8.3.2
Disadvantages of FinTech
Even if, the emerging trend of FinTech is highly demandable still it has to faces some
of the consequences like:1. Internet Threats
As all the procedures and transactions are carried out through the Internet, there
is a threat of cybercrime. Though the companies work day and night in order to
provide a secure environment to the consumers, there have been cases of hacking
and virtual fraud in the past. This is the biggest disadvantage of financial
technology over traditional banks as many still feel that the latter is more secure
and reliable.
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2. Lack of Knowledge & Resources
Although the level of penetration of FinTech in the business and financial fabric
is growing, there is still a wide sector that does not know what they are, what their
benefits are and how to use them. Such people are not very well equipped with
the modern ways and can feel left out. Also, though the internet has reached many
parts of the world, there are people who are immune to such things. They neither
have proper knowledge nor resources.
3. End of Informal Economy
Though it is good to legalize one’s salary or income and pay taxes to the
government, there is a large section of society that refrains from doing so.
Recording and digitizing all transactions means giving the state deep insight into
everyone’s financial activities. This will surely allow them to maximize taxation.
Also, perhaps, in the long run, this will make for a better society as a whole.
However it could lead to the impoverishment of the most vulnerable members of
society. As they are subjected to a tax burden their markets simply can’t handle.
8.4

BLOCK CHAIN TECHNOLOGY

Block Chain Technology is a system of recording information in such a
manner that makes it difficult or impossible to edit or change, hack or cheat
the system. A block chain is essentially a digital ledger of transactions that
is copied and distributed across the entire network of computer systems on
the block chain. Each block in the chain contains a number of transactions,
and every time a new transaction occurs on the block chain, a record of that
transaction is added to every participant’s ledger. The decentralised
database managed by multiple participants is known as Distributed Ledger
Technology (DLT). Actually Block Chain is a technical innovation of a new
way to securely share information including accounts and payments
information. It was first developed by Satosh i Nakamoto in 2009 for safe
and secure payment without institutional involvement.
Block chain is a type of DLT in which transactions are recorded with an
immutable cryptographic signature called a ‘Hash’. The data in a block
chain arrangement is arranged in a chain of “blocks” . A “block” contains a
few records like payer, payee amount data for transaction etc. Here all will
have the same copy of the same data and its block chain software and all
computers (nodes in network) are treated as originals. The ‘Hash’ value of
data content in the block is calculated in all blocks and put at the end of
that block as Hash value of that specific block.
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Source: https://medium.com/the-mission/a-simple-explanation-on-how-blockchainworks-e52f75da6e9a
Again the Hash value will be starting as first record of a new block. For
calculation of Hash of a block data, its Hash value of previous/last block is
used. Hence all blocks have its chronological time stamp and the chain is
arranged in order with that. This is why this arrangement is popularly
known as Block Chain. For example suppose the very first block uses
‘0000’ as the ‘hash value of the previous block’. So if any information in
any record in the block is changed or edited then automatically the Hash
value will change. Subsequently the Hash value of next blocks become
invalid and so the change will get known in a self -check cycle. It actually
treated as the first point of safety for block chain data, as it cannot be
changed by any third party intruder.
When there are some transaction at any node occur, it goes broadcast along
with some key value to all the nodes for storing some buffer. All nodes go
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on competing to solve a cryptographic puzzle to find out the key. When any
node able to solve the key, it creates a new block, with the timestamp of
the Hash value of previous block. Many industries are finding Block Chain
technology to be useful and have started projects with it. Block Chain
successfully able to achieve decentralization of the network and dat a,
immutability of data as well as consensus for data acceptability.
8.5

CRYPTO CURRENCY

A crypto currency is a digital or virtual currency that is secured by cryptography,
which makes it nearly impossible to counterfeit or changed. Many crypto currencies
are decentralized networks based on block chain technology which is a distributed
ledger enforced by a disparate network of computers. A defining feature of crypto
currencies is that they are generally not issued by any central authority, rendering them
theoretically immune to government interference or manipulation.
Crypto currencies are systems that allow for the secure payments online which are
denominated in terms of virtual "tokens," which are represented by ledger entries
internal to the system. "Crypto" refers to the various encryption algorithms and
cryptographic techniques that safeguard these entries, such as elliptical curve
encryption, public-private key pairs, and hashing functions. Many experts found that
block chain technology as having serious potential for uses like online voting and
crowd funding, However, because crypto currencies are virtual and are not stored on
a central database, a digital crypto currency balance can be wiped out by the loss or
destruction of a hard drive if a backup copy of the private key does not exist. At the
same time, there is no central authority, government, or corporation that has access to
your funds or your personal information.
Some of the competing crypto currencies spawned by Bitcoin’s success, known as
"altcoins," include Litecoin, Peercoin, and Namecoin, as well as Ethereum, Cardano,
and EOS. Today, the aggregate value of all the crypto currencies in existence is around
$214 billion—Bitcoin currently represents more than 68% of the total value. A crypto
currency may be centralized with a central repository and administrator or may be
decentralized having no central repository or any administrator. Therefore it can be
manufactured by people at various locations or locally by computing. Crypto currency
networks are based on consensus of all members for balances and transactions. In
absence of consensus, the system will break, and each crypto currency system puts in
adequate rules, obligations and checks on members to ensure stability of the platform
8.5.1 Advantages Of Crypto Currency
Crypto currencies gives the opportunity of making it easier to transfer funds directly
between two parties, without the need for a trusted third party like a bank or credit
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card company. These transfers are instead secured by the use of public keys and private
keys and different forms of incentive systems, like Proof of Work or Proof of Stake.
In modern crypto currency systems, a user's "wallet," or account address, has a public
key, while the private key is known only to the owner and is used to sign transactions.
Fund transfers are completed with minimal processing fees, allowing users to avoid
the steep fees charged by banks and financial institutions for wire transfers.
8.5.2 Disadvantages Of Crypto Currency
Though Crypto Currency gradually gain its familiarity in current financial trading and
fund transferring, still it faces many criticism which creates a threat among its traders
and users. Crypto currency transactions makes them well-suited for a host of illegal
activities, such as money laundering and tax evasion. However, crypto currency
advocates often highly value their anonymity, citing benefits of privacy like protection
for whistle blowers or activists living under repressive governments. Some crypto
currencies are more private than others. Bitcoin, for instance, is a relatively poor
choice for conducting illegal business online, since the forensic analysis of the Bitcoin,
block chain has helped authorities to arrest and prosecute criminals.
8.5.3 Popular Crypto Currency
There are several other crypto currencies except Bitcoin, that also find visible market
presence and also there are many small players have their own crypto currencies. Some
of them are discussed below: Ethereum:- A programmable currency that allows developers to build
different distributed apps and technologies that wouldn’t work with Bitcoin. It
mostly worked in smart contracts at various nodes, so that real life trading can
use it.


Ripple:- Here block chain technology is not used rather it will use some
different iterative process for consensus. Security is not so strong.



Bitcoin Cash:- Most popular between the users for its fast mining and known
as the offshoot of Bitcoin launched in 2017.



NEM:- New Economy Movement evolved in March 2015 which calls itself
the Smart Asset blockchain, is a technology platform that seeks to be an
efficient way to manage assets and data easily and at low cost.



IOTA:- IOTA is a distributed ledger developed to handle transactions between
connected devices in the IoT ecosystem, and its cryptocurrency is known as
mIOTA. It aims to solve key scalability and performance issues with Bitcoin
by replacing its blockchain with Tangle, a system of nodes in which each new
transaction confirms two previous transactions.
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8.6



NEO:- A network of smart contracts to build on, with some features of
Ethereum developed in China. NEO aims to automate the management of
digital assets through the use of smart contracts, with an eventual aim of
building a distributed network-based smart economy system.



Dash:- Launched in 2014, Dash was originally known as Darkcoin and was
designed to ensure user privacy and anonymity. The main difference between
Dash and bitcoin lies in the algorithm used by them to mine coins. Dash uses
X11 algorithm, which is a modification of the Proof of Stake algorithm. It also
uses Conjoin mixing to scramble transactions and make privacy possible on its
blockchain.



Monero:- Monero is an open-source, privacy-oriented crypto currency that
was launched in 2014. Its blockchain is opaque, which makes
transaction details and the amount of every transaction anonymous by
disguising the addresses used by participants.
CLOUD COMPUTING

The term “Cloud” refers to servers that are accessed over Internet and all software,
databases are run on those servers. By using cloud computing, users and companies
don’t have to manage physical server themselves. Traditionally, data center provides
the space and environment, machines are owned by banks but it seems to be costlier
for the banks. In the recent evolution of Internet, another alternative possibility
happens where hardware and storages are belongs to Data Center and that can be used
by various organization or people against rent as “Pay per Use”. This arrangement of
hardware, OS, Software etc. being outside the companies, owned and serviced by a
provider and available to the user entity over internet is actually called as “Cloud”.
The provider is termed as Cloud Service Provider. The key feature for the cloud
concept is, it can be provisioned on demand and available as required. There will be
some tool in the services that the customer can use to indicate its need and that will be
invoke actions at the provider’s end. Cloud computing can be defined as a service that
allow manipulating, configuring & accessing the applications online. It offers online
storage, infrastructure and application. In this concept organization or bank need not
to install a full phased software. Here cloud overcome the concept of platform
dependency, hence gives the financial trading business application the environment of
mobility & collaborative.
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Source: https://networkencyclopedia.com/cloud-computing/
8.6.1 Types of Cloud
In the background scenario several models & services are working to make the cloud
more feasible and accessible. It can be categorized as two different models: 1)
Deployment Model 2) Service Model.
8.6.1.1 Deployment Model
Deployment model define the type of access to any cloud and how cloud will be
located by the organization/bank/user.
 Private Cloud
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Private cloud offers the services to be accessible on demand to a specific organization.
Due to its private accessibility, private cloud offers more secured environment to its
customers.


Public Cloud

Public cloud system allows the service to be easily accessible to multiple
organization with the help of general public network. This cloud provide
services offered by third-party providers over the public Internet, making
them available to anyone who wants to use or purchase them. They may
be free or sold on-demand, allowing customers to pay only per usage for
the CPU cycles, storage, or bandwidth they consume.


Hybrid Cloud
It is the service that combines a private cloud with one or more
public cloud services, with proprietary software enabling communication
between each distinct service. Hybrid cloud services are powerful because
they give businesses greater control over their private data.

8.6.1.2 Service Model
Service Model are the reference model on which the cloud computing is based on. On
basis of the category it is broadly divided into three basic model. But beside these three
basic model, some other services are also plays a vital role.
Three service models are:-
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Source: https://www.finoit.com/blog/cloud-computing-service-models/


SaaS:- Software as a Service (SaaS) provide the fundamental resources to its
user like virtual disk storage where user can avail the services like CRM,
Office Suite, Email, games, or any other software applications which are
provided through Internet on-demand basis. In SaaS, associated data and
software are hosted centrally on the cloud server and user can access SaaS by
using a thin client through a web browser.



PaaS:- Platform as a Service (PaaS) provides the run-time environment to the
developers for several application as well as tools. This platform is generated
for the programmers to create, test, run and manage the applications. A
developer can easily can concentrate on the development and innovation
without worrying about the infrastructure and deploy it directly into PaaS
layer. It only requires a PC and an Internet connection to start building
applications.



IaaS:- Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) is the basic level of service which can
be used by PaaS for development and finally used by the SaaS user. It is a
way to deliver a cloud computing infrastructure like server, storage, network
and operating system. The customers/developers can access these resources
over cloud computing platform. This model is dependent on availability of
Internet and virtualization services.
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Source:
https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Cloud-Computing-Service-Model15_fig1_330105929
8.7

VIRTUALIZATION

In computing, virtualization means to create a virtual version of a device or resources,
like server or storage or network or application like OS (operating system). The
framework divides these resources into one or more execution environment. Devices,
applications or the user itself able to interact with the virtual resources as if it were
real single physical resource. The term “virtualization” has become somewhat like a
buzzword, as a result it is associated with a number of computing technologies. It is
not at all a new concept, rather it is introduced from1960s. Presently VM Ware,
Microsoft Azure, Amazon’s AWS, Citrix are the big providers in this filed. Some of
the categories of virtualization are:






Storage Virtualization:- The amalgamation of multiple network storage
devices into what appears to be a single storage unit.
Server Virtualization:- Partitioning a physical server into smaller virtual
server that can be used for various applications.
OS-level Virtualization:- It is a type of server virtualization technology which
works at the Operating System kernel layer.
Network Virtualization:- It is the use of network resources through a logical
segmentation of a physical network.
Application Virtualization:- This is the process where applications get
virtualized and are delivered from server to the end user’s device. So instead
of logging into their system, it can able to gain access to the application from
virtually anywhere using internet connectivity.
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8.8

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Artificial intelligence (AI) is the intelligence demonstrated by machines, unlike the
natural intelligence displayed by humans and animals that mostly includes
consciousness and emotionality. It will involve collection of information, collection
of rules for use of those information, understanding of problem statement or
commands. It also capable of accept data entry, human voice, posture and non-voice
signal including optical vision. The basic objective is to ensure the strength of
capability of reasoning which is the main decision making process among a similar
group of options. AI should cause the logical use of all above initiation and execution
of some action. System those are developed for a specific task is referred as “Weak
AI” whereas any system endowed with much more information, artificially
generalized human like cognitive abilities, so that it can able to do much more
unfamiliar task is called “Strong AI”.
The most demanding application of AI includes text translation, speech recognition,
sentiment analysis etc. Humanly difficult jobs are performed by AI like crunching Big
Data, Robotic process in starting from automobile production to sophisticated human
surgery. Another most popular application of AI is the Natural Language Processing
in computer programming where traditional languages are understandable by the
system and act accordingly. Similarly Robotics is a distinct area of AI, from
controlling and guiding its movement to very complex physical task that has now been
seen to be in use in real life medical surgery. AI is already used in investment advisory
by financial organizations or like kiosk for customer support. It also got a very active
role in newsroom these days. Human work at the critical parts only and the
voluminous/ continuous task are maintained by AI system. AI uses data fed over long
time, and produces result based on them. It uses logics to teach including algorithms,
data manipulation to achieve the task. For example it gives input to Chat Bots or
ROBOTs. Cognitive computing attempts to understand the human thought process and
exercise the same to provide responses. The computing process has to be adaptive,
iterative, contextual and interactive. The scope of Cognitive Computing is wider as
like as AI but it also may use many pieces of AI.

Source:- https://www.upgrad.com/blog/top-challenges-in-artificial-intelligence/
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8.9

MACHINE LEARNING

Machine Learning (ML) is a sub-domain of AI that is about to get machine or system
to think, learn, decide and act but ML mostly focus on how to make a machine learn.
Machine Learning is a process of leading machines to learn and adopt automatically
without being explicitly programmed to do so. It can be done through suitable
algorithm that invoked in the machine. These algorithms should have provisions to
record new data, record new actions, create software and foremost take the decision
itself by its own without any human interference.
For learning to start, often it include to provide simpler questions with answers, so the
machine can go through these “Training Data”. Then generate programs to try to arrive
at the “Function” that operated on the input data and it can produce the “Output Data”.
More the answer set is closer to the problem given, the better the machine has learnt.
On this basis Machine Learning is classified into three broad category.


Supervised Learning: - Here the correct answer is provided in the training
dataset, and the machine is to predict the function using that dataset pattern.
This makes learning easier at the beginning. The learning can train to classify,
cluster, group etc. actions on the given data. The training data can be made
progressive impact on the test dataset. Some methods under this approach are
Naïve Bayes Classifier, Support Vector Machine, Regression, Decision Tree
etc



Unsupervised Learning: - These algorithms help inferring structure of
available unclassified data or hidden pattern inside the input data. Here the
machine doesn’t have any training dataset for reference and different efforts
need to assume the outcome. Variation of assuming outcomes are mostly from
among the following approach like Principle Component Analysis, K-Means
Clustering, Singular Value Decomposition etc.



Reinforced Learning:- This applies an action to available dataset in a
dynamic situation and learn to develop strategies to select the best possible
action. For example Robots, Self-Driving cars etc.

8.10

INTERNET OF THINGS (IoT)

The Internet of things describes the network of physical objects or scaled as “things”
that are embedded with sensors, software, and other technologies for the purpose of
connecting and exchanging data with other devices and systems over the Internet. Now
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a day’s many machines, instruments and equipment have microprocessors with some
intelligent operational features that can sense the outside environment conditions.
Many of the machine equipped with WIFI or RFID antenna so that they can
communicate among themselves to perform a task. For example:- adjusting the AC
temperature before reaching home.
This connectedness of many different items are called as Internet of Things. We have
called it as machine with “smart technologies”. In such cases, good and bad things
both may happen. The Internet of Things, or "IoT" for short, is about extending the
power of the internet beyond computers and smartphones to a whole range of other
things, processes, and environments.

Source:- https://www.iotforall.com/what-is-internet-of-things

8.11

LET US SUM UP

After going through this unit, Learners can able to get a brief understanding about
Financial and Digital technology. This unit also give a detail overview of :
●
●
●
●
●
●

Digital Technology & FinTechs
Advantages & disadvantages of FinTech
Brief knowledge about Block Chain & Crypto Currencies
Cloud & Virtualization concepts
Idea about Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning
Internet of Things(IoT)
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8.12

KEYWORDS

FinTech:- A business that aims at providing financial services by making use of
software and modern technology. It is defined as any technological innovation in
financial services.
Crtypto Currency:- A crypto currency is a digital or virtual currency that is secured
by cryptography, which makes it nearly impossible to counterfeit or changed.
Cloud Computing:- It defined as a service that allow manipulating, configuring &
accessing the applications online.
Virtualization:- A process to create a virtual version of a device or resources, like
server or storage or network or application like OS (operating system).
Artificial intelligence (AI):- It is the intelligence demonstrated by machines, unlike
the natural intelligence displayed by humans and animals that mostly includes
consciousness and emotionality. It will involve collection of information, collection
of rules for use of those information, understanding of problem statement or
commands.
Machine Learning:- It is a process of leading machines to learn and adopt
automatically without being explicitly programmed to do so.
IoT:- The Internet of things describes the network of physical objects or scaled as
“things” that are embedded with sensors, software, and other technologies for the
purpose of connecting and exchanging data with other devices and systems over the
Internet.
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MODEL QUESTIONS
What is Fintech? Define its advantages & disadvatages.
Give a brief description about various popular crypto currency.
Discuss about Block-Chain technology.
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What is the role of Virtualization in financial sector?
What is cloud computing?
Write a brief notes on Internet of Things(IoT)
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